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Chapter 4:  

SBS - “Treasury Limits”: 
 

Rudi raised the subject of Treasury Limits several times with 

Ogilvy in the first weeks.  Rudi never raised the matter with any higher 

Management level.  He felt that Ogilvy’s response spoke pretty much for 

all the Management and he did not want to embarrass them any more 

than he had already over their ignorance about Treasury function and 

Management.   

 Each time during the conversation with Ogilvy – he changed 

the course of the conversation because the SBS did not have - nor ever 

had any Treasury Limits.   

 It was a vacant subject and Ogilvy did not want to expose his 

ignorance above what was already obvious.  It was a touchy subject and 

Rudi went elsewhere to get some direction and input.  He went looking 

for some guidelines and structures relating to formalised Treasury Limits 

in the draws of the SBS dealing rooms.  The search failed to find any 

relevant information.  He spoke with Don Watson - Don had no 

knowledge of any formal limits.  

It was obvious from research into past deals that very little stock 

was traded – almost none according to Sue the settlements officer.  

Rudi had to explain to her what trading was – buying and selling of 

securities – daily, or over longer periods.  She still said that she could 

not remember when that type of activity happened on her daily routine.   

This was the changing of the guard question for everybody, 

liquidity and trading of the portfolio verses stagnant investment yield 

from an illiquid portfolio.   

The research revealed other information relating to past and 

current budget forecasts for the Liquids Portfolio.  During the last two 

years the funding margin was set at 1.5% - which equated to the 

reported gross revenues of just over $4 million from the portfolio per 

year.  The pre-tax profit for the SBS in those two years was reported as 

$3.2 million in 1986, and $1.8 million in 1987.    

This was a clear indication that the SBS was totally reliant on the 

Treasury Liquids portfolio investment yield returns to offset all the losses 

incurred in the day-to-day running of the SBS loan book.  Rudi was sure 

that the SBS Management and Board never looked at the numbers the 

same way Rudi was looking at the SBS annual performances.   

This was a serious Management oversight on many levels – the 

importance of the contribution the SBS Liquids portfolio made to the 

SBS overall performance had not been impressed on Rudi – the scope if 

Rudi’s position took on a whole new perspective in the light of these 

revelations.   

Rudi discovered this information from his own research after 

joining the SBS.  He did not raise this information with his Management.  

His immediate problem now was in how to convince Management to 
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forgo some of that yield dividend as a result of the proposed portfolio 

restructure.   

On the absence of Treasury Limit issue discussions with Ogilvy - 

Rudi was in two minds.  On one hand it presented him with an 

opportunity and free rein to structure his own internal Treasury limits 

and portfolio structures.  That in itself was a flawed policy in 

professional market procedures.  However, the flip side was did he want 

unknowledgeable people dictating and setting Treasury limits when they 

had no idea why limits were necessary?  This continued oversight by 

both the SBS Board, and the SBS Management was gross negligence on 

an incompetence scale from Rudi’s perspective.   

To Rudi’s knowledge - at no time before or after he joined the 

SBS,  did the SBS Board - or its Executive Management ever discuss - or 

show any concern or interest in structuring formalised SBS Treasury 

Limits.  In fact, some of the research information uncovered had the 

State Bank of NSW Treasury operation doing some of the investing of 

the SBS Liquids portfolio for a period.   

Rudi’s past career in the markets had made him very aware of the 

importance in having structured dealing limits and protocols.  It was 

Treasury Managements way of making sure nobody ‘strayed off the 

reservation’.  There are a number of very high profile stories where 

dealers were able to overcome Limits, Management protocols and the 

administration scrutiny when it came to dealing within and outside 

prescribed limits.   

In fact there was a high profile case only month’s earlier in 

Australia during 1986-87.  A large public listed Australian company 

called AWA had to deal with a ‘rogue’ trader who hid loss deals in his 

draw.  The dealer was Andy Koval – he has been in the press lately -

2010 – over charges being laid as a result of these 1987 exposures.   

AWA reported profits of $30 million from dealing in foreign 

exchange when AWA had no real foreign exchange exposure.  The 

announcement of their annual profit result made huge headlines.  A few 

months later when the Auditors found cash shortfalls, it was discovered 

that Koval was hiding his loss making deals.  The result was reversed 

and the new result was announced as $50 million in losses. 

This matter is still before the courts some 23 years later after he 

fled the country and lived in the US.  This recent story can be read on 

line at: 

 

http://www.businessday.com.au/business/whizkid-faces-
the-music-17-years-on-20100525-wb29.html 

The very public release of this story in 1987 should have put all 

Corporate Treasury operations and their administrative processes on 

high alert.  Given the profile of this very public deception, Management 

at SBNSW and SBS were still unable to grasp the importance of having 

the SBS Treasury operation subjected to the most stringent protocols 

and procedures.   

Thankfully, Rudi’s background and experience allowed him to cover 

and protected the ignorance of the SBS Management and the SBS 

Board.  It was not perfect, but until his Management became aware of 

http://www.businessday.com.au/business/whizkid-faces-the-music-17-years-on-20100525-wb29.html
http://www.businessday.com.au/business/whizkid-faces-the-music-17-years-on-20100525-wb29.html
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their responsibilities in setting Limits and procedural structures for the 

portfolio - Rudi had taken it upon himself to protect the Societies best 

interests.  The structures and reporting procedures he instigated gave 

integrity to the Treasury function and the accounting procedures of its 

operations.  No fault could be found with these instituted procedures 

during an Audit in Apr ’88.    

It a kinky way, what the SBS Management had done could be 

likened to putting the fox in charge of the henhouse, the redeeming 

quality here would be that Rudi the ‘fox’, did not like to eat the chickens.   

The reason for dealer limits was they gave dealers the scope to 

operate within a self discipline and trade their positions with respect for 

those Limits.  In any professional Treasury operation, breeching your 

limits was ground for instant dismissal.   

In progressive Treasury operations, individual trader limits 

fluctuate with their hot and cold streaks.  A smart Manager increased 

trader’s limits when they are on a roll, and then reduced them when his 

profit run turns cold.  The dealer gets pretty pissed off as a result, but 

this is the only way to keep the traders egos in check.  It is a fluid thing 

and if not monitored daily with respect to profits and losses, 

revaluations, and listening to tape conversations, the traders mental 

capacity and results becomes the trigger for Management to act 

accordingly. 

Rudi was often bemused in later months over his self imposed 

limits and what he could have done if he had of gone rogue.  The money 

he would have made would have been in the $100’s of millions rather 

than the $22 million he did make for the SBS.  He also knew that 

allowing a Treasurer to set and structure his own Limits without any 

Management oversight was a recipe for real disaster if it ever went 

wrong.  This just added to Rudi’s internal instinct to not fail in what he 

was about to do.  As the months rolled by, this self imposed limit 

responsibility would always become a conflict he dealt with from within.   

Rudi knew exactly what the absence of Limits really meant – 

continuing discussions with Ogilvy bordered on doing him a dis-service 

by continuing to raise them.  This added deeper into his self assessment 

of his responsibilities for the position he was in.  He knew he would have 

to establish his own internal limits and be the monitor and administrator 

of those limits.  

This remained a seriously flawed oversight by both the SBS 

Executive and the SBS Board until April ’88 when the CEO of the SBNSW 

– John O’Neill went looking for a reason to get rid of his arch rival - the 

SBS GM Denis Cleary.  

The SBS Board were complicit and responsible in that there was no 

Treasury Limits imposed.  Every month from September saw ever 

increasing monthly profits against a market that was still struggling after 

the October ’87 crash – and still the SBS Board met every month and 

never asked any questions of the SBS GM (Executive Director), as to 

how the SBS Treasury were making their profits.     

This is a charge that the SBS Board will not be able to defend in 

any way if and when this story takes the forecast course that the second 

story exposes.   

There was so much to do in those first weeks and his first priority 

became the Portfolio restructure.  The previous management of SBS 
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portfolio never entertained any ‘speculative’ or ‘trading’ intent with the 

portfolio.  

Don Watson was Rudi’s direct link to the Treasury accounting 

support and monitor of all the investment assets.  Rudi’s thoughts were 

that there was a lot of work to be done to alter the internal ‘treasury 

profile’ within the Society, and how the Treasury was viewed by the 

staff.  Don Watson was to become Rudi’s real link with the rest of the 

Society.   

Simply put, there were no limits or structured trading parameters 

in place at SBS while Rudi was Treasurer until after the May 1988 SBS 

Board meeting.  The only time Treasury Limits were raised again with 

the SBS Management and became an issue for the SBS, was when the 

Group Treasurer of the SBNSW produced an Audit report of the SBS 

Treasury operations in April ’88.   

This was an agenda driven report by the then CEO of the SBNSW 

who was having his own problems with his Bank.  It was a political 

document that O’Neill used to embarrass the SBS Management – and 

allowed him to convince an Independent SBS Director to vote with him 

to regain control of the SBS Board.   

 

 


